Introduction
Let G be a locally compact abelian group and N a convolution kernel on G satisfying the domination principle. In [2] , ITO introduced a family (Np)p>o of convolution kernels, which in later papers ( [3] , [5] ) turned out to be the resolvent family for the regular part NQ of N. Some of the proofs in these papers are complicated, so it is of interest to give a simple and unified treatment of the resolvent and the regular part of N based entirely on the Riesz decomposition theorem, and this is the aim of the present paper.
A complete proof of the Riesz decomposition theorem was given in [7] , which will be a prerequisite for the present paper. Less general versions of the Riesz decomposition Theorem appeared in [3] and [4] , and the treatment in [3] assumes knowledge of the resolvent and the regular part. 
Preliminaries
In the following, G denotes an arbitrary locally compact abelian group, and N a convolution kernel on G satisfying the domination principle.
A positive measure ^ on G is called N-excessive, if N satisfies the relative domination principle with respect to ^ (N -< ^) (cf. [4] , [7] ). The set of Ar-excessive measures is a vaguely closed convex cone E(N), which is infimum-stable, and every fyeE(N) is the vague limit of an increasing net of TV-potentials. For an open subset Q, s G and a measure ^ e E (N), the reduced measure ^R^ of ^ over D (with respect to N) is defined (cf. [7] ) as^= inf{Te£(JV);T^ in Q}. We write R^ instead of j^R? when N is clear from the context. The following Riesz decomposition theorem will be essential later (cf. [7] In Corollary 6 below the conclusion of Lemma 2 is shown to be valid also for singular kernels.
The following result is well-known and not difficult to establish. If we convolve all terms in the Riesz decomposition of T| with ^ and go to the limit, we obtain T| = 1^*^+0^* v,,+i^. As an application of Lemma 4, we prove the following result which will not be used in the sequel, but it might be of independent interest. Proof: (i)=>(ii): Let u, be a positive measure such that N-k^ exists. By Lemma 1.8 in [7] , the net R^^ decreases to N-k u as V increases to (7, hence Rj^^ = N-k\i for all Vei^ so that N-k[ieI(N). Since every measure ^eE(N) is an increasing limit of potentials Nir\i, we get E(N) £ /(-AO. Proof. -In order to show that a ^V-invariant measure ^ is the limit of an increasing net (-A^*^) for which ^a-^0 one proceeds like in (ii) => (iii) above. In order to prove the converse one proceeds like in (iii) ==> (i).
A family (Np)p>Q of convolution kernels is called a resolvent if
Np==N,+(q-p)NpicN^
for p, q > 0.
A convolution kernel N is called a resolvent kernel if there exists a resolvent (Np)p>o such that N = lim^o Np.
A resolvent kernel N satisfies the domination principle, and for every Vei^ there exists a balayaged measure cj^ of So on [V with respect to N such that R^ = N-k^y (cf. [4] , § 3). Since supply c ( p, we have limyi.G 8^ = °» and therefore A^ = lim^^ R^ = 0 because of the dominated convergence property of a resolvent kernel (cf. [4] or [6] ).
Suppose now that N is a non-zero resolvent kernel. KISHI showed in [6] that \imp,,^pNp exists and is the normalized Haar measure coô f a compact subgroup K of G. The group ^ is the periodicity group for N, i. e. K = { x e G; A^* c^ = ^ }.
If u is a positive measure such that N-k u = N, it follows that Np^^i == Np for all /?, hence by the convergence Lemma of DENY that |^*(o^ = co^. The measure r[q+(q-p) r[pirNq is TV-invariant because both r\p and r\q are so {cf. [7] ). By the unicity of the Riesz decomposition with respect to pN+Go-^ we conclude (2) Np=N^(q-p)Np-kNq for 0 < p < q, p =^+(q-P)^p*Nq for 0<p<q. Proof. -The relation ^ being transitive (cf. [4] ), it follows that E(N^) c E(N^). For T| e 7(7Vi) n E(N^) and Ve 'T, we then have In [V, we have N-kG^y = N, hence t,y = N in (F, so by the definition of reduced measure, we get j^R^ ^ ^y. Letting V increase to G, we find using \imy^N-k^y == 0 that
This shows that (Np
which combined with (7) yields N' = Nicv+N 1 and hence NQ = N.
With the notation as in Theorem 8 and 10, we further have the following proposition. We shall finally prove (iii). When N satisfies the principle of unicity of mass, N and hence also No have no pseudo-periods, so No is a Hunt kernel. Therefore e^ is uniquely determined by the formula No^o = ^o* 8^' and ^^y accumulation point \i^y of ((^)\v)o> is equal to s^. Therefore lim^ \i^y = Cgy.^w The shift-boundedness of ^implies that No^^(G) ^ 1, hence A^o (G) < oo.
